
 

                 

 

 

 
 

 

 
RemotEAR Announces Partnership and Integration with Resonance Products 

 
[Lederach, PA – April 10, 2018] RemotEAR, the tele-audiology company, announces a 
partnership with Resonance, a full-line manufacturer of hearing diagnostic products 
based in Italy.  The Resonance portable line of devices is now fully compatible with 
RemotEAR’s Deviceware® tele-audiology service.  
 
Dave Davis, founder and Managing Partner of RemotEAR commented, “We have been 
working with the Resonance team for quite a while now to develop and test the 
integration of their line of screening products with our tele-audiology service.  I’m 
pleased to announce that we are now able to offer a turn-key solution to our customers, 
ranging from audiometry, to immitance, and OAE utilizing Resonance’s platform of 
highly portable and cost-effective devices. “ 
 
The Resonance screening range of devices include the: 
 

• R17A Audiometer 

• R16M Middle Ear Analyzer 

• R15C Combined Audiometer/Tymp 

• R14O Otoacoustic Emissions 
 
Together, they are a truly portable yet 
powerful line of diagnostic devices, 
which can be purchased in a range of 
configurations that are both excellent in 
their performance, and also very 
affordably priced.   
 
Resonance and RemotEAR worked together to create a module that enables the 
Resonance devices to be used with RemotEAR’s Deviceware tele-audiology service, 
enabling hearing care professionals to expand their practice to include remote 
diagnostic services. 
 
For more information, please see our Whitepaper on the RemotEAR website that 
outlines the method and technical overview of the integrated system. 
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About RemotEAR: 
 
RemotEAR holds key patents for remote diagnostics and hearing instrument 
programming and offers a unique tele-audiology service for the professional hearing 
care industry. The company’s Deviceware® technology platform enables audiologists, 
dispensers, and other hearing care professionals to remotely administer diagnostic 
patient testing and hearing aid adjustments, providing important benefits for both the 
patient and the provider.  For more information, visit www.remotear.com or contact us 
at +1 610.590.1590. 
 
About Resonance: 
 
Resonance offers turnkey solutions for hearing assessment, with the aim to provide 
innovative, effective and quality solutions for audiology. Resonance manufactures a full 
range of audiometers, middle-ear analyzers, combined systems for clinical, diagnostic 
and screening purposes, with smart solutions for pediatric assessment. Resonance 
devices are designed and manufactured entirely in house and distributed worldwide in 
more than 60 countries through a dedicated, exclusive distributors network.  For more 
information, please visit www.resonance-audiology.com or contact us at 
usa@resonance-audiology.com.  
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